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About the artist
Irrunytju is a remote community in the Ngannyatjarra 
Lands of Western Australia. The artists and residence 
are resilient and have experienced a great deal of 
hardship. Despite all of this they continue to uphold 
their long history of creativity and deep connection 
to Country. Minyma Kutjara Arts Project was founded 
in 2015 as a not-for-profit community-based studio 
space run by the artists from Irrunytju. 

The Centre was named after Minyma Kutjara tjukurpa 
(Two Women story), which is an important dreaming 
story of two sisters’ challenging journey from South 
Australia through Irrunytju to the Northern Territory.  
The studio is a meeting place where the community 
can learn, collaborate, share culture, explore, and 
express their arts practice and traditions. 

Start at home 
Remembering your favourite journey  

in a Mutaka (motor car) 
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image  Noreen Parker, Camouflage Army Truck, 2021 (foreground) and Sally Ann Wipana Foster, 
Irmangka Irmangka, 2021 (background), Irrunytju (Wingellina) Community, Western Australia, 
synthetic polymer paint on found objects, as part of the Mutaka display, Minyma Kutjara artists, 
Tarnanthi 2021, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide.

About the work
Mutaka means motor car. One of the most playful  
and quirky exhibitions at the Minyma Kutjara Arts 
Project was a display of hand painted cars made  
from recycled objects. 

The artists in Irrunytju didn’t have much to use in  
the way of art materials. So, in 2017 they began to 
collect salvaged items from the local area, such as,  
old household objects, squashed flour tins, billy cans 
and old saucepans. These found objects were cleaned 
up and painted with vibrant landscapes and designs.

From this the Mutaka project was born. Old oil pans, 
abandoned vehicles and pram wheels were used to 
form the shape of the car sculptures. Acrylic paint was 
applied to illustrate individual artists stories.



Materials you need 

We would love to see your work! Ask your parent or carer to post a photo on Instagram and tag the Art Gallery of South Australia.  
Or you can email your photo to us at public.programs@artgallery.sa.gov.au

@agsa.adelaide   #agsastart

Mutaka is currently on display in Gallery 23  
as part of Tarnanthi

image Sally Ann Wipana Foster with her work Irmangka Irmangka in the Mutaka 
display, Minyma Kutjara artists, Tarnanthi 2021, Art Gallery of South Australia, 
Adelaide; photo: Ben Searcy.

Take it further
Where did you go on this trip?  
The mountains, desert, or the seaside?  
Re-create this landscape by making a 
diorama.

To do this, firstly find a box big enough to 
fit your mutaka. Paint a scene at the back 
and inside walls of the box. You can even 
create layers by cutting out, painting, and 
gluing in certain features of the landscape, 
such as the mountains.

Finally, place your mutaka in the scene. 
Does it take you back to the time you went 
on this ‘adventure?

Create your own 
Mutaka (motor car)
Cars are an important part of life to the Irrunytju community. 
They are used as transportation to their homelands, for hunting, 
camping and holidays. These experiences create memorable 
stories with family in the treasured motor cars.

Do you remember a holiday or an adventure you went on with 
your friends and family?  

1 Using your pencil and paper, sketch the simple shape  
of the car you were in when you went on your journey.  
Design the outside with images and symbols that remind  
you of the scenes and sights you experienced. Don’t forget  
to include the driver and passengers.

2 Create the shape of your car. On the thick piece of cardboard, 
draw one side of the car and cut it out. Trace around the car 
and repeat this step so you have two equal sides. Then cut  
out four round circles for the wheels.

3 Measure around the outside of one of the cardboard car  
sides. Cut the thin card to a suitable width and length.  
Then, following the shape of the side of the cardboard car, 
slowly wrap the thin card around it. Use masking tape to 
attach it as you go. Do this for both sides. Stick the ends  
of the thin card together when you are done. 

4 Using the PVA, glue the 
wheels on front and back.

5 When the glue is dry, paint 
the whole car white using 
the gesso. This will cover 
the masking taped areas.

6 Time to decorate! Using your pencil, lightly re-draw the design 
on the car you created from step one, include the windows, 
doors, and any other car features. Then mix up the colours 
and get to painting your design! The artists from Irrunytju 
made their artwork using recycled materials, so don’t forget 
to attach any found objects from around your home you want 
to use. These could even be something you saved from your 
holiday.

 Pencil and paper

 Recycled thick card 
from an old box

 A long strip of thin 
card

 Any found objects 
from the home you 
can attach to your 
mutaka

 White paint/gesso

 Paint

 Markers

 Masking tape

 PVA glue

 Scissors

 Measuring tape


